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(9) To either house of Congress, and, 
to the extent of the matter within its 
jurisdiction, any committee or sub-
committee or joint committee of Con-
gress. 

(10) To the Comptroller General or 
any of his authorized representatives 
in the course of the performance of the 
duties of the GAO. 

(11) Under an order of a court of com-
petent jurisdiction. 

(12) To a consumer reporting agency 
in accordance with section 3711(f) of 
title 31. 

(d) Except for disclosures made pur-
suant to paragraphs (c)(1) and (2) of 
this section, an accurate accounting 
will be kept of the data, nature and 
purpose of each disclosure of a record 
to any person or agency, and the name 
and address of the person or agency to 
whom the disclosure was made. The ac-
counting of disclosures will be made 
available for review by the subject of a 
record at his request except for disclo-
sures made pursuant to paragraph 
(c)(7) of this section. If an accounting 
of disclosure has been made, any per-
son or agency contained therein will be 
informed of any correction or notation 
of dispute made pursuant to section 
320.6 of this part. 

§ 320.10 Fees. 

Individuals may request copies for re-
tention of any documents to which 
they are granted access to NGA records 
pertaining to them. Requesters will not 
be charged for the first copy of any 
records provided; however, duplicate 
copies will require a charge to cover 
costs of reproduction. Such charges 
will be computed in accordance with 32 
CFR part 310. 

§ 320.11 Penalties. 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 
552a(i)(3)) makes it a misdemeanor sub-
ject to a maximum fine of $5,000, to 
knowingly and willfully request or ob-
tain any record concerning an indi-
vidual under false pretenses. The Act 
also establishes similar penalties for 
violations by NGA employees of the 
Act or regulations established there-
under. 

§ 320.12 Exemptions. 
(a) Exempt systems of record. All sys-

tems of records maintained by the NGA 
and its components shall be exempt 
from the requirements of 5 U.S.C. 
552a(d) pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(k)(1) 
to the extent that the system contains 
any information properly classified 
under Executive Order 12958 and that is 
required by Executive Order to be with-
held in the interest of national defense 
or foreign policy. This exemption is ap-
plicable to parts of all systems of 
records, including those not otherwise 
specifically designated for exemptions 
herein, which contain isolated items of 
properly classified information. 

(b) System identifier and name: B0210– 
07, Inspector General Investigative and 
Complaint Files. 

(1) Exemptions: (i) Investigative mate-
rial compiled for law enforcement pur-
poses may be exempt pursuant to 5 
U.S.C. 552a(k)(2). However, if an indi-
vidual is denied any right, privilege, or 
benefit for which he would otherwise be 
entitled by Federal law or for which he 
would otherwise be eligible, as a result 
of the maintenance of such informa-
tion, the individual will be provided ac-
cess to such information except to the 
extent that disclosure would reveal the 
identity of a confidential source. 

(ii) Investigative material compiled 
solely for the purpose of determining 
suitability, eligibility, or qualifica-
tions for federal civilian employment, 
military service, federal contracts, or 
access to classified information may be 
exempt pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(k)(5), 
but only to the extent that such mate-
rial would reveal the identity of a con-
fidential source. 

(iii) Therefore, portions of this sys-
tem of records may be exempt pursuant 
to 5 U.S.C. 552a(k)(2) and/or (k)(5) from 
the following subsections of 5 U.S.C. 
552a(c)(3), (d), (e)(1), (e)(4)(G), (H) and 
(I), and (f). 

(2) Authority: 5 U.S.C. 552a(k)(2) and 
(k)(5). 

(3) Reasons: (i) From subsection (c)(3) 
because to grant access to the account-
ing for each disclosure as required by 
the Privacy Act, including the date, 
nature, and purpose of each disclosure 
and the identity of the recipient, could 
alert the subject to the existence of the 
investigation or prosecutable interest 
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by the NGA or other agencies. This 
could seriously compromise case prepa-
ration by prematurely revealing its ex-
istence and nature; compromise or 
interfere with witnesses or make wit-
nesses reluctant to cooperate; and lead 
to suppression, alteration, or destruc-
tion of evidence. 

(ii) From subsections (d) and (f) be-
cause providing access to investigative 
records and the right to contest the 
contents of those records and force 
changes to be made to the information 
contained therein would seriously 
interfere with and thwart the orderly 
and unbiased conduct of the investiga-
tion and impede case preparation. Pro-
viding access rights normally afforded 
under the Privacy Act would provide 
the subject with valuable information 
that would allow interference with or 
compromise of witnesses or render wit-
nesses reluctant to cooperate; lead to 
suppression, alteration, or destruction 
of evidence; enable individuals to con-
ceal their wrongdoing or mislead the 
course of the investigation; and result 
in the secreting of or other disposition 
of assets that would make them dif-
ficult or impossible to reach in order to 
satisfy any Government claim growing 
out of the investigation or proceeding. 

(iii) From subsection (e)(1) because it 
is not always possible to detect the rel-
evance or necessity of each piece of in-
formation in the early stages of an in-
vestigation. In some cases, it is only 
after the information is evaluated in 
light of other evidence that its rel-
evance and necessity will be clear. 

(iv) From subsections (e)(4)(G) and 
(H) because this system of records is 
compiled for investigative purposes 
and is exempt from the access provi-
sions of subsections (d) and (f). 

(v) From subsection (e)(4)(I) because 
to the extent that this provision is con-
strued to require more detailed disclo-
sure than the broad, generic informa-
tion currently published in the system 
notice, an exemption from this provi-
sion is necessary to protect the con-
fidentiality of sources of information 
and to protect privacy and physical 
safety of witnesses and informants. 
NGA will, nevertheless, continue to 
publish such a notice in broad generic 
terms, as is its current practice. 

(vi) Consistent with the legislative 
purpose of the Privacy Act of 1974, NGA 
will grant access to nonexempt mate-
rial in the records being maintained. 
Disclosure will be governed by NGA’s 
Privacy Regulation, but will be limited 
to the extent that the identity of con-
fidential sources will not be com-
promised; subjects of an investigation 
of an actual or potential criminal or 
civil violation will not be alerted to 
the investigation; the physical safety 
of witnesses, informants and law en-
forcement personnel will not be endan-
gered; the privacy of third parties will 
not be violated; and that the disclosure 
would not otherwise impede effective 
law enforcement. Whenever possible, 
information of the above nature will be 
deleted from the requested documents 
and the balance made available. The 
controlling principle behind this lim-
ited access is to allow disclosures ex-
cept those indicated in this paragraph. 
The decisions to release information 
from these systems will be made on a 
case-by-case basis. 

[66 FR 52681, Oct. 17, 2001, as amended at 67 
FR 55724, Aug. 30, 2002] 

EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: At 78 FR 32555, May 
31, 2013, § 320.12 was amended by adding para-
graph (c), effective July 30, 2013. For the con-
venience of the user, the added text is set 
forth as follows: 

§ 320.12 Exemptions. 

* * * * * 

(c) System identifier and name: NGA–004, 
NGA Threat Mitigation Records. 

(1) Exemptions: Exempt materials from 
JUSTICE/FBI–019 Terrorist Screening 
Records System may become part of the case 
records in this system of records. To the ex-
tent that copies of exempt records from JUS-
TICE/FBI–019, Terrorist Screening Records 
System are entered into these Threat Miti-
gation case records, NGA hereby claims the 
same exemptions (j)(2) and (k)(2), for the 
records as claimed in JUSTICE/FBI–019, Ter-
rorist Screening Records system of records 
of which they are a part. 

(2) Authority: 5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2) and (k)(2). 
(3) Reasons: (i)Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 

552a(j)(2) and (k)(2), NGA is claiming the fol-
lowing exemptions for certain records within 
the Threat Mitigation Records system: 5 
U.S.C. 552a(c)(3) and (4); (d)(1), (2), (3), and (4); 
(e)(1), (2), (3), (4)(G) through (I), (5), and (8); 
(f), and (g). 
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(ii) In addition to records under the control 
of NGA, the Threat Mitigation system of 
records may include records originating 
from systems of records of other law enforce-
ment and intelligence agencies which may be 
exempt from certain provisions of the Pri-
vacy Act. However, NGA does not assert ex-
emption to any provisions of the Privacy Act 
with respect to information submitted by or 
on behalf of individuals. 

(iii) To the extent the Threat Mitigation 
system contains records originating from 
other systems of records, NGA will rely on 
the exemptions claimed for those records in 
the originating system of records. Exemp-
tions for certain records within the Threat 
Mitigation system from particular sub-
sections of the Privacy Act are justified for 
the following reasons: 

(A) From subsection (c)(3) (Accounting for 
Disclosures) because giving a record subject 
access to the accounting of disclosures from 
records concerning him or her could reveal 
investigative interest on the part of the re-
cipient agency that obtained the record pur-
suant to a routine use. Disclosure of the ac-
counting could therefore present a serious 
impediment to law enforcement efforts on 
the part of the recipient agency because the 
individual who is the subject of the record 
would learn of third agency investigative in-
terests and could take steps to evade detec-
tion or apprehension. Disclosure of the ac-
counting also could reveal the details of 
watch list matching measures under the 
Threat Mitigation system, as well as capa-
bilities and vulnerabilities of the watch list 
matching process, the release of which could 
permit an individual to evade future detec-
tion and thereby impede efforts to ensure se-
curity. 

(B) From subsection (c)(4) because portions 
of this system are exempt from the access 
and amendment provisions of subsection (d). 

(C) From subsections (d)(1), (2), (3), and (4) 
because these provisions concern individual 
access to and amendment of certain records 
contained in this system, including law en-
forcement counterterrorism, investigatory 
and intelligence records. Compliance with 
these provisions could alert the subject of an 
investigation of the fact and nature of the 
investigation, and/or the investigative inter-
est of intelligence or law enforcement agen-
cies; compromise sensitive information re-
lated to national security; interfere with the 
overall law enforcement process by leading 
to the destruction of evidence, improper in-
fluencing of witnesses, fabrication of testi-
mony, and/or flight of the subject; identify a 
confidential source or disclose information 
which would constitute an unwarranted in-
vasion of another’s personal privacy; reveal a 
sensitive investigative or intelligence tech-
nique; or constitute a potential danger to 
the health or safety of law enforcement per-
sonnel, confidential informants, and wit-

nesses. Amendment of these records would 
interfere with ongoing counterterrorism, law 
enforcement, or intelligence investigations 
and analysis activities and impose an impos-
sible administrative burden by requiring in-
vestigations, analyses, and reports to be con-
tinuously reinvestigated and revised. 

(D) From subsection (e)(1) because it is not 
always possible for NGA or other agencies to 
know in advance what information is both 
relevant and necessary for it to complete an 
identity comparison between individuals and 
a known or suspected terrorist. In addition, 
because NGA and other agencies may not al-
ways know what information about an en-
counter with a known or suspected terrorist 
will be relevant to law enforcement for the 
purpose of conducting an operational re-
sponse. 

(E) From subsection (e)(2) because applica-
tion of this provision could present a serious 
impediment to counterterrorism, law en-
forcement, or intelligence efforts in that it 
would put the subject of an investigation, 
study or analysis on notice of that fact, 
thereby permitting the subject to engage in 
conduct designed to frustrate or impede that 
activity. The nature of counterterrorism, 
law enforcement, or intelligence investiga-
tions is such that vital information about an 
individual frequently can be obtained only 
from other persons who are familiar with 
such individual and his/her activities. In 
such investigations, it is not feasible to rely 
upon information furnished by the individual 
concerning his own activities. 

(F) From subsection (e)(3), to the extent 
that this subsection is interpreted to require 
NGA to provide notice to an individual if 
NGA or another agency receives or collects 
information about that individual during an 
investigation or from a third party. Should 
the subsection be so interpreted, exemption 
from this provision is necessary to avoid im-
peding counterterrorism, law enforcement, 
or intelligence efforts by putting the subject 
of an investigation, study or analysis on no-
tice of that fact, thereby permitting the sub-
ject to engage in conduct intended to frus-
trate or impede that activity. 

(G) From subsections (e)(4)(G) and (H) 
(Agency Requirements) and (f) (Agency 
Rules), because this system is exempt from 
the access provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552a(d). 

(H) From subsection (e)(5) because many of 
the records in this system coming from other 
system of records are derived from other 
agency record systems and therefore it is not 
possible for NGA to ensure their compliance 
with this provision, however, NGA has im-
plemented internal quality assurance proce-
dures to ensure that data used in the match-
ing process is as thorough, accurate, and cur-
rent as possible. In addition, in the collec-
tion of information for law enforcement, 
counterterrorism, and intelligence purposes, 
it is impossible to determine in advance 
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1 Copies may be obtained via internet at 
http://web7.whs.osd.mil/corres.htm. 

what information is accurate, relevant, 
timely, and complete. With the passage of 
time, seemingly irrelevant or untimely in-
formation may acquire new significance as 
further investigation brings new details to 
light. The restrictions imposed by (e)(5) 
would limit the ability of those agencies’ 
trained investigators and intelligence ana-
lysts to exercise their judgment in con-
ducting investigations and impede the devel-
opment of intelligence necessary for effec-
tive law enforcement and counterterrorism 
efforts. However, NGA has implemented in-
ternal quality assurance procedures to en-
sure that the data used in the matching 
process is as thorough, accurate, and current 
as possible. 

(I) From subsection (e)(8) because to re-
quire individual notice of disclosure of infor-
mation due to compulsory legal process 
would pose an impossible administrative 
burden on NGA and other agencies and could 
alert the subjects of counterterrorism, law 
enforcement, or intelligence investigations 
to the fact of those investigations when not 
previously known. 

(J) From subsection (f) (Agency Rules) be-
cause portions of this system are exempt 
from the access and amendment provisions 
of subsection (d). 

(K) From subsection (g) to the extent that 
the system is exempt from other specific 
subsections of the Privacy Act. 

PART 321—DEFENSE SECURITY 
SERVICE PRIVACY PROGRAM 

Sec. 
321.1 Purpose and applicability. 
321.2 Definitions. 
321.3 Information and procedures for re-

questing notification. 
321.4 Requirements for identification. 
321.5 Access by subject individuals. 
321.6 Medical records. 
321.7 Request for correction or amendment. 
321.8 DSS review of request for amendment. 
321.9 Appeal of initial amendment decision. 
321.10 Disclosure to other than subject. 
321.11 Fees. 
321.12 Penalties. 
321.13 Exemptions. 
321.14 DSS implementation policies. 

AUTHORITY: Pub. L. 93–579, 88 Stat 1896 (5 
U.S.C. 552a). 

SOURCE: 64 FR 49660, Sept. 14, 1999, unless 
otherwise noted. 

§ 321.1 Purpose and applicability. 
(a) This part establishes rules, poli-

cies and procedures for the disclosure 
of personal records in the custody of 
the Defense Security Service (DSS) to 
the individual subjects, the handling of 

requests for amendment or correction 
of such records, appeal and review of 
DSS decisions on these matters, and 
the application of general and specific 
exemptions, under the provisions of the 
Privacy Act of 1974. It also prescribes 
other policies and procedures to effect 
compliance with the Privacy Act of 
1974 and DoD Directive 5400.11 1. 

(b) The procedures set forth in this 
part do not apply to DSS personnel 
seeking access to records pertaining to 
themselves which previously have been 
available. DSS personnel will continue 
to be granted ready access to their per-
sonnel, security, and other records by 
making arrangements directly with the 
maintaining office. DSS personnel 
should contact the Office of Freedom of 
Information and Privacy, DSSHQ, for 
access to investigatory records per-
taining to themselves or any assistance 
in obtaining access to other records 
pertaining to themselves, and may fol-
low the procedures outlined in these 
rules in any case. 

§ 321.2 Definitions. 

(a) All terms used in this part which 
are defined in 5 U.S.C. 552a shall have 
the same meaning herein. 

(b) As used in this part, the term 
agency means the Defense Security 
Service. 

§ 321.3 Information and procedures for 
requesting notification. 

(a) General. Any individual may re-
quest and receive notification of 
whether he is the subject of a record in 
any system of records maintained by 
DSS using the information and proce-
dures described in this section. 

(1) Paragraphs (b) and (c) of this sec-
tion give information that will assist 
an individual in determining in what 
systems of DSS records (if any) he may 
be the subject. This information is pre-
sented as a convenience to the indi-
vidual in that he may avoid consulting 
the lengthy systems notices elsewhere 
in the FEDERAL REGISTER. 

(2) Paragraph (d) of this section de-
tails the procedure an individual 
should use to contact DSS and request 
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